South Waldron Creek Avalanche Fatality
2 snowmobilers caught, 1 carried and injured, 1 fully buried and killed.
Teton River, MT
Helena-Lewis and Clark National Forest
January 5th, 2019
Avalanche Details
 Location: South Waldron Creek, north of Teton Peak
 State: Montana
 Date: 2019/01/05
 Time: 03:42 PM
 Summary Description: 2 snowmobilers caught. 1 carried and injured; 1 fully
buried and killed.
 Primary Activity: Snowmobiler
 Primary Travel Mode: Snowmobile
 Location Setting: Backcountry
Number
 Caught: 2
 Partially Buried, Non-Critical: 1
 Partially Buried, Critical: 0
 Fully Buried: 1
 Injured: 1
 Killed: 1
Avalanche
 Type: HS
 Trigger: AM – Snowmobile
 Trigger (subcode): u – An unintentional release
 Size - Relative to Path: R4
 Size – Destructive Force: D3
 Sliding Surface: O – within Old Snow
Site






Slope Aspect: E
Site Elevation: 7850 ft
Slope Angle: 37 o
Slope Characteristics: convex, sparsely treed
Coordinates: 47.8999, -112.8421

Avalanche Comments
This was a hard slab avalanche triggered unintentionally by a snowmobile, large relative
to the path, which had the destructive force to bury a car, damage a wood frame house

or break trees. The avalanche failed on an old snow layer of well-developed faceted
snow and depth hoar near the ground (HS-AMu-R4-D3-O). These facets sat above a thin,
decomposing crust at the location of a crown profile conducted Jan. 6, 2019. The
avalanche crown ranged from 12 to 60 inches thick (estimated) and spanned 1750 feet
across (estimated). The avalanche released on an east-facing slope, with flanks wrapping
into southeast and northeast aspects. Two snowmobilers were below the fracture when
it released, one near the crown and one lower in the path.
Weather summary
The nearest representative weather station is the Mount Lockhart SNOTEL (6400 ft.
elevation; 1.5 mi northeast of the accident site). It records precipitation and air
temperature. No ridgeline wind data is available near the site.
Data from Mount Lockhart SNOTEL shows that precipitation in October and November
was generally below average. By December 9, only 2.9 inches of Snow Water Equivalent
(SWE) had accumulated at the station, which represented just 54% of the average for
that date since 1969. The seasonal SWE total more than doubled during an extended
period of stormy weather in the next four weeks. The station recorded 0.2 inches or
more of SWE accumulation on 10 of 26 days between December 10 and January 5.
Three storms produced an inch or more of SWE accumulation over separate 72 hour
periods; two occurred before Christmas and the last ended New Years Eve.
Temperatures during the early-season dry period were warm, with daily highs well
above freezing at the station. Similarly, the December storms were warm, with Mount
Lockhart recording above-freezing temperatures during the first two snowfall events.
While some December precipitation may have fallen as rain at the station elevation, it
likely remained all snow at the start zone elevation. The New Year’s Eve storm was cold,
with single-digit temperatures at the station.
In the three days prior to the accident on January 5, 2019, the Mount Lockhart SNOTEL
recorded 0.2 inches of SWE accumulation on January 4, high temperatures in the mid30s, and lows near freezing. At the start zone elevation, temperatures were likely five to
10 degrees colder. On the day of the accident, station data shows an additional 0.1 inch
of SWE, and temperatures ranging from a high of 35 and a low of 23 degrees Fahrenheit.
Regionally, strong southwesterly winds accompanied the December storms. During the
December 18-20 storm, the Snowslip automated weather station (7200 feet elevation;
41 miles northwest) recorded west-southwest winds of 15 to 20 mph with gusts of 30 to
52 mph. It recorded similar but less sustained winds on December 29 before winds
eased and veered northerly on December 30.
Snowpack summary
The accident site and the nearby area are not included in the forecast area of a regional
avalanche center. No avalanche advisories or regular snowpack and avalanche

observations are available. However, we can hypothesize a general history of the
snowpack from a crown profile at the accident site, regional weather history and
snowpack observations, and the informal observations of a local skier who made several
trips into Waldron Creek prior to the accident.
Continuous snow cover in the basin began building with storms in October and
November. A warm system on Halloween brought rain to 8000 feet in adjacent
mountain ranges. The refrozen rain formed a thin ice crust at the snow surface in these
areas, and likely on upper elevation slopes in South Waldron Creek. The ice crust was
subsequently buried by new snow around November 2nd.
The snowpack below this crust was shallow and developed into large depth hoar grains
due to the relatively dry and cold weather that followed. The small amounts of snow
over the crust subsequently faceted during the dry weather until the pattern shifted to a
more active pattern on December 9th. A structure like this – faceted snow around a crust
- developed to the north, in the mountains around Glacier National Park and along the
Alberta/ British Columbia border. Avalanche workers reported numerous large natural
and triggered avalanches running on this crust in December.
In early December, the local skier noted the snowpack in South Waldron Creek consisted
of only a foot of snow. A few days later, in the drainage to the north, the skier noted a
wind crust on the snow surface and experienced numerous collapses and shooting
cracks, indications of problematic weaknesses in the snowpack near the ground. From
December 9th onward, regular loading events built an ever-thicker slab over these basal
weak layers. On December 23, in a snowpit on a north-facing slope near a small lake
below the accident site, the skier found a snowpack roughly four feet deep with facets
at the base. It was very windy, with widespread drifting, and the skier’s group turned
around after experiencing a shooting crack. More snow around the New Year and
repeated wind drifting would have thickened and stiffened the surface snow. The
loading patterns from December into early January formed a dense, hard slab one to
five feet thick overlying weak, faceted snow that connected across the start zone - a
persistent slab structure that is typical of continental snow climates.
Events Leading to the Avalanche
On Saturday, January 5, a party of three riders, all members of one family, snowmobiled
into South Waldron Creek, a tributary of the Teton River in Montana’s Helena-Lewis and
Clark National Forest. Rider 1 (age 33) was wearing an avalanche transceiver and an
airbag pack. Rider 2 (age 64) wore an avalanche transceiver but left his airbag pack in
the trailer. Rider 3 (age 11) was not carrying rescue gear. Riders 2 and 3 carried shovels
but not avalanche probes. They did not expect much avalanche danger because of the
below-average snow cover. Riders 1 and 2 were very familiar with the area. None of the
group had formal avalanche training. They did have some familiarity with avalanche
rescue protocols; Rider 1 had done beacon practices in past seasons and Rider 2 had
been a member of the local Search and Rescue Team.

The group rode up a well-traveled, ungroomed route to a popular riding area known
locally as “The Bowl.” It is a steep, easterly bowl leeward to seasonal winds located 0.75
miles north of Teton Peak and above an unnamed lake at 7100 feet elevation. The crest
of the ridge sits 750 to 1000 vertical feet above the lake. The sparsely-treed slope below
the ridge is convex, with slope angles in the upper 30s to mid 40s. Lower-angled chutes
on either side allow riders easier passage to open slopes below the ridge.
Once at The Bowl, the group was surprised to find even less snow coverage than they
expected. The lack of snow reinforced their perception that avalanches were not a
concern. Indeed, Rider 1 later recalled “It didn’t cross [our minds] that avalanches were
a hazard” in those conditions. They rode near the small lake, in the low-angled, open
terrain known as the Meadow, making several runs up a short hill and coaching Rider 3
on riding techniques. Rider 1 described the weather as “40 degrees, no wind, a nice
day.”
Rider 1 made three climbs into the bowl, including one that ended at the crest of the
ridge. He rode up the right side chute, along the trim line of the avalanche path. Riding
conditions were excellent, with firm snow at the surface that allowed easy climbing and
turning. Riders 2 and 3 continued riding around the Meadow. At some point, Rider 1
took off his balloon pack and left it in the Meadow.
At 15:05, while Rider 1 was high in The Bowl, he had a brief text exchange with Rider 4
(age 35), who was at the trailhead. Rider 4 arrived at the Meadow and joined the initial
group at about 15:20. The group parked and talked for a few minutes. Rider 4 noted
that it was his first time riding in six years and that he was riding a snowmobile he had
recently purchased. The group did not ask Rider 4 if he was wearing a transceiver or
carrying rescue gear. They discussed returning to the trailhead. Rider 1 invited Rider 4 to
head up into the Bowl before they did so. Riders 1 and 4 rode towards The Bowl, while
Riders 2 and 3 continued playing near The Meadow.
Riders 1 and 4 did not explicitly discuss how they would approach The Bowl. Rider 1
climbed up the Bowl again, this time from the climber’s left side. He made a wide turn
to the north (climber’s right) before reaching the rocks below the ridge. As he started
downhill, he saw the snow crack ahead of him. Rider 1 later estimated the time as
15:42.
Accident Summary
Rider 1 accelerated down the slope in hopes of outrunning the slide, which did not seem
to be moving very fast. Where the slope angle eased, he spotted Rider 4’s parked
snowmobile with Rider 4 off the machine. Rider 4 did not appear to see the avalanche.
Rider 1 motioned for him to move. Rider 4 seemed to notice the slide at that point and
took several steps towards the trees on the north side of the avalanche path before
debris swept over him and his snowmobile

Rider 1 had to slow his snowmobile as he neared trees at the base of the slope. The
debris caught up and somersaulted him over his handlebars. He tumbled in the debris
briefly and his shoulder and helmet slammed into a tree. He stopped on the surface
with snow in his helmet after traveling about 50 yards.
Rescue Summary
Rider 1 took off his helmet, hiked about 150 yards up the debris to where he had last
seen Rider 4 and started looking for surface clues. Riders 2 and 3 joined him. They
started a transceiver search but did not get a signal. They continued searching the uphill
sides of trees near where they had last seen Rider 4. Because they did not have probes,
they had to dig into the debris.
After about 15 minutes, Rider 1 took rider Rider 2’s snowmobile and rode up the debris
and bed surface several hundred feet. He then hiked approximately five minutes uphill
to an elevation where he had previously gotten cell service. He called 911, and dispatch
logged the call at 16:07. He made a second call and ascertained that Rider 4 did not
have his transceiver with him.
After Rider 1 returned, he and the other riders spotted Rider 4’s mostly-buried sled
much further downhill than they expected, near the point where Rider 1 had stopped.
They searched near the sled for clues. Eventually, Rider 2 left with Rider 3 to ensure he
made it back to the trailhead before darkness.
The Teton County Sheriff dispatched the local search and rescue team at 16:11. A team
of four (two SAR team members and two deputies) reached the accident site roughly
three hours after the accident. Rider 2 had returned to the scene by that time, and
another rider had also arrived. The hasty team organized a probe line. Ten to 20 minutes
later, they found Rider 4 buried about two feet deep, face down, helmet and goggles on,
less than 40 feet uphill and to one side of his snowmobile. A deputy reported the find
via radio at 19:11. After some additional excavation, rescuers were able to start CPR.
Additional rescuers arrived and the team extricated Rider 4 from the accident site on a
toboggan pulled behind a snowmobile, continuing CPR as they did. An ambulance
transported Rider 4 to a hospital in Choteau where doctors pronounced him dead.
Comments
We hope that by examining tragic accidents like this one we can help the people
involved, their communities, and backcountry riders everywhere better understand the
events. We offer comments in order to help people avoid future avalanche accidents.
Our deepest sympathies go out the victim’s family and friends.
Familiarity: Evidence suggests that over two-thirds of avalanche accidents occur on
slopes that are very familiar to the group involved1. That is partly because familiarity can
make it difficult to recognize the hazard produced by unusual conditions. In this case,

The Bowl was primed to slide despite below average snow cover. Snowfall and winds in
the four weeks prior to the accident had left a thick, cohesive slab sitting on very weak
snow and fragile crusts near the ground.
Familiarity can also allow us to adhere to practices that are insufficient to keep us safe in
unusual conditions, such as slides that run further than usual. In The Bowl, debris from
avalanches often stops on a bench at about 7300 feet elevation. Rider 4 was at or just
below that elevation when he was overrun by the debris. The vegetation at the site
suggests avalanches in the path have run even further in the past, possibly all the way to
the small lake and meadow at 7100 feet.
Companion Rescue: The group’s decision to begin their search near Rider 4’s last seen
point was a textbook start to an effective companion rescue. So was looking for surface
clues and searching likely catchment points like the uphill sides of trees. But by
themselves, these tactics are often unsuccessful in large, deep debris fields like the one
left by this slide. Additional equipment can improve rescuers chances of finding buried
victims. Airbag packs can help riders stay near the surface of moving debris and increase
visibility to rescuers. Transceivers are often the only effective way to locate fully buried
victims quickly. Probes allow much faster searches of likely catchment points than
digging.
Rider 4’s transceiver and airbag pack were found at his home after the avalanche. It is
unclear why he did not bring that gear with him. While having that equipment would
not have guaranteed a different outcome, it would have greatly improved his chances of
surviving. It is also unclear what prompted him to ride into the avalanche path while
Rider 1 was above him, or why he was stopped and off of his machine.
We can improve our chances of surviving unexpected avalanches by carrying – and
wearing - a full complement of rescue gear, maintaining clear communication and
adhering to safe travel protocols. While transceiver checks are common before leaving a
trailhead, they are also essential each time a new person joins a group. Putting one
person on a slope – and in the runout of an avalanche – reduces the number of people
who might be buried and increases the number of people who can note a last seen point
in the event of an avalanche. Clearly stating how you plan to approach a slope and
where people should position themselves reduces the chance for miscommunication
that places more than one person in harm’s way.
Persistent Slab avalanches and terrain selection: The January 5 avalanche broke on
weak snow that developed early in the season and was subsequently buried by
December’s snowfall and wind loading. Weak snow at the base of a snowpack is often
very slow to strengthen and can collapse long after it is buried, producing avalanches
with wide crowns that remove most of a season’s snow cover from a slope.

Riding safely when such conditions are present can be tricky. The combination of slabs
over persistent weak layers – termed a Persistent Slab avalanche problem – can fail days
or weeks after the storms that created them. Riders can trigger avalanches from below,
or from adjacent slopes, or from thin spots in a slab despite previous tracks on a slope.
Triggered slides may break above a rider, propagate across terrain features, and involve
surprising amounts of debris. When the snowpack produces few obvious signs of
instability, such as shooting cracks or whumpfing collapses, it is easy to underestimate
the hazard. Persistent Slab avalanche problems are common in continental snow
climates during the early months of winter or after extended periods with belowaverage snowfall.
Unfortunately, persistent slabs rarely provide regular or clear feedback, as is often the
case with smaller, surface instabilities. The most straightforward way of mitigating this
complex hazard is to avoid terrain likely to harbor the problem. Doing so requires some
notice of where and when a Persistent Slab avalanche problem exists. For that reason,
avalanche education emphasizes that riders “Get the Forecast” from a regional
avalanche center prior to heading into the backcountry.
When no avalanche forecast covers an area, as is the case for the Teton River, riders can
develop an understanding of the current snowpack and avalanche conditions through
informal local networks and the products published by nearby centers. The nearest daily
avalanche forecasts are from the Flathead Avalanche Center (FAC) for the Flathead
Range and Glacier National Park, which lie approximately 35 to 40 miles northwest of
the accident site (www.flatheadavalanche.org). Riders can also approach avalanche
terrain cautiously as they develop a picture of current conditions. A conservative
approach includes avoiding slopes steeper than 30 degrees or the runouts below such
slopes, particularly leeward slopes below ridgelines.
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Link to preliminary video report:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=alLMx0dyxOY

Figure 1: An overview of The Bowl in South Waldron Creek, site of the January 5, 2019 avalanche
accident.

Figure 2: The climber’s left side of the January 5, 2019 crown, with the approximate path of
Rider 1 marked, as well as the site of a crown profile conducted January 6.

Figure 3: The climber’s right side of the January 5, 2019 crown. The avalanche broke through the
trees under the cliff and released this bowl, which ran down a gully that was not above the
party.

Figure 4: Looking up to the climber’s left side of the crown from near where the debris carried
the two riders.

Figure 5: The orange line marks the approximate location where the avalanche released. The
crown is roughly 1750 feet wide.

Figure 6: Rescuers found the victim here, roughly 150 yards below where he was last seen and
less than 15 yards from his partially-buried snowmobile.

Figure 7: A graph of the daily precipitation and snow water equivalent total at the Mount
Lockhart SNOTEL, 1.5 miles northeast of the accident site.

Figure 8: The structure at the location of a crown profile conducted January 6, 2019.

Figure 9: A crown profile conducted on January 6, 2019, at a point roughly above where the slide
initially released.

Figure 10: The failure layer for the January 5 avalanche consisted of faceted snow and depth
hoar above a crust.

